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A1Jstract 
The effect of the change of the routing mix on the throughput IS an important question 
~o be answered by oper~_tio!ls man"gement both at the planning and control phases of an 
FI\IS. This paper presents a method for the calculation of the gradient of the throughput 
with respect to the routing mix. The algorithm is based on perturbation analysis (PA) 
and on the product form properties of certain type of queuing networks. The provided 
gradient estimate is exact when conditions on the product form equilibrium distribution 
of the network are met, but it can alse> give good approximative results in other cases. 
Numerical examples <ere to iliustrate the proposed calculation. 
Keywords: nexible manufacturing systems. perturbation analysis, queuing networks, rout-
ing nexibility, simulation. 
1. Introduction 
One of the many aspects of fl.exibility of a flexible manufacturing system 
(FMS) is the possibility of alternative routing (BROWNE, DUBOIS, RATH-
MIL, SETHI and STECKE, 1984). The objective of the routing problem is to 
find the appropriate ratio of the routes followed by the various part types 
so as to maximize certain system performance measures. The practical 
relevance of this problem is twofold: 
In production planning, a routing mix providing the best possible 
system performance should be found; 
In production control, when the planned routing mix has to be modi-
fied, it should be done with the smallest possible deterioration of the 
system performance measure. 
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Although the routing of part types in an F:\lS can not be separated 
from other planning and control problems, from practical reasons hierarchi-
cal approaches are recommended (Y-\l\ LOOVERE:\, GELDERS and \VASSE:\"-
HOVE, 1986; STECKE, 1986a). 
The objective of this paper is to determine the sensitivity of the sys-
tem throughput with respect to the routing mix using perturbation anal-
ysis. This sensitivity is important information for operations management 
when both planning and control decisions are to be made. In both cases 
these are the variables an operation manager can directly be interested 
in. He controls the routing mix by directing parts to different routes and 
observes the result in terms of the throughput. 
Due to the complexity of the throughput function most of the 'work in 
this field tackles this question indirectly. The mathematical properties of 
the throughput as a fUIlction of the number of entities in the system and as 
a fUllction of the relative workload in closed queuing netv;orks ,,"ere studied 
by Y.-\O (1985). ST£CKE 1985: 1986) and STECKE and SOLBERG (1985) 
examined the characteristics of the \\'orkload belonging to the optimum, 
throughput. Ko B X'l',-\S HI and GERLA, (198.3) ,,;;or-ked out an algorithm to 
optimize the throughput as Cl. fUllction of routing, for which they used the 
gradient of the system delay \\-ith respect to the 
Their method of computing this 
The YariOtlS rnathel11atical Iools for 1110CJ,eLllll,g 
progralmmlng models the l!11UU~1l 
reiati-\/(? yisiting ratio. 
works Only for the 
nonlincar 111ixed In,,p(fP1' DrODlu·ns {STECI\E. 
results canIlOt be 6C,.~H'-U, ,,,,-iT hOll t considerable compu.tanclllcll burden 
if a~ all. Heurist:ic Illethods are !nO(rllclltl~ reCOIlllllCll.dcd to v;ith the 
u~eCl 111ean 
paranlcters 
OIl the throughput, but sensitiyity data ,"as recalculating the 
throughput for the changed value of the parameter in question. 
Simulation is one of the most used methods for studying 
the performance of F:\IS, In this case senslti\-ity analysis means compli-
cated and computation imensiye experimental dc"igll methods (LA\\' and 
KELTO:\", 1991: CARRIE. 1988: STEi.:DEL and BERe;. 1986). Perturbation 
analysis was recommended by Ho and c.-\o (1985) to reduce 'the computa-
tional burden ,,;hen discretE: eyent systems are studied by simulation, but 
they examined the effect of the change of routing probability and not the 
change of the routing mix. I\laking a distinction between these two con-
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cepts 1S 1mportant. vVhile routing probability expresses the ratio of parts 
going from one station to another. routing mix expresses the ratio of the 
parts following the various routes. The latter one is a decision variable 
for operations management, while the first one is a consequence of that 
decision. 
It can be concluded that: 
N either most mathematical programming approaches that llse the 
system throughput as objective function, nor conventional simulation 
can provide efficient methods for obtaining routing sensitivity infor-
mation. 
~ Both simulation based PA and queuing network models seem to be 
appropriate approaches but have so far been applied indirectly 
'/Hl relative instead of using 
The roming mix as decision variable. 
The main contribution of the paper is to examllle the direct rela-
tionship bet"\veen the routing mix and the throughput. The application of 
the simulation based PA helps to examine realistic cases while the use of 
queuing theory principles ensures the robustness of some approximations 
required throughout the calculation. 
In the follmving the quantitative formulation of the basic problem is 
provided in section 2. Then the calculation of the throughput gradient with 
respect to the routing mix is presented in section 3 and the validity of the 
calculated gradient is examined in section 4. Finally numerical examples 
illustrate the proposed method in section ·5. 
2. Problem Formuiation 
Assume an r:vrs consisting of a load/unload station and a number of al-
ready pooled machines with unlimited buffers. Parts can follow alternative 
routes, in all of which the load/unload station (denoted by subindex 0) 
is visited once. The number of parts produced is measured by the parts 
leaving the system through the load/unload station. The total production 
time is measured by the time necessary to produce a required amount of 
parts. The part types using the same type of pallets belong to a pallet 
class. The number of pallets available for each class is limited. 
Two groups of data will be defined to formally describe the problem: 
1.) System configuration and part type data: 
P number of part types 
"'1 - number of \vorkstations 
iV - number of pallet class 
C f - number of circulating pailets of class f 
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L(f) - set of part types using pallet class f 
nt - number of alternative routes of part type t, t = 1, "" F 
dts - number of operations of part type t on route s, t = 1, .. ,F, s = 1, .. " nt 
Ztsk k-th station visited by part type t 
on route s, k = 1, .. " dts. t = 1, .. " F, s = 1, .. " nt 
htsk - k-th operation time of part type t 
on route s, k = 1, .. " dts, t = 1, .. " F, s = 1, .. " nt 
mt - part mix ratio for part type t, t = 1, .. " F, 
defined such that LtEL(J) mt = 1, f = 1, .. " VV 
Bts - ratio of route s of part type t, t = 1, .. " F, s = 1, .. " nt, 
defined such that Ls B ts = mt, t = 1, .. " F 
2,) Observational data, which can be gained by collecting information 
about the real or simulated performance of the system: 
T - total production time 
Nfj - total number of visits of parts belonging to class f at station j 
Based on the previously defined parameters some further data can be 
derived: 
)jts; - number of visits at station i by part type t on route s 
d" 
Ytsi = I:: 6(Ztsk = i), 
k=l 
(1) 
\;;here 6(Ztsk = i) = 1 if part type t on route s goes to stationi in the k-th 
step, and 6(:::tsk = i) = 0 other\yise, 
bts ; - sum of processing requirements on station i along route s of 
part type t 
, 
°tsi (2) 
k==l 
hi Illean tinlC at sration l. It is assuIlled that the aycrage 
operation time at any station is the same for all part types, Since at 
the aggregation of the processing times at station i only the routes 
that visit station i need to be considered. let S(t, i) = {s : Yts; > O}, 
Then hi is calculated as follows, 
, bts ; 
ni= --
Yts; 
"ItV sE SIt, i), 
Vfi - relative visiting ratio of class f at station i, which is defined as 
(3) 
(4) 
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TPfj throughput of class f at station j, 
(5) 
T Pj throughput of station j 
vv 
(6) 
f=l 
Considering these data three remarks must be made: 
It will be assumed that the operation time at a station is exponentially 
distributed and from the pallet class. assumption 
permits the application of product form equilibrium distributions for 
multi class closed queuing networks (BASKETT, CHA:\DY, 1IL':\TZ and 
P.UACIOS. 19(5). 
Since 1.' fi are relative values one of them must be fixed arbitrarily 
for eve;y class. As every route goes through the load/unload station 
once. the visiting r<ltio of that station will be set to one for every class 
(vfo = 1). 
The throughput of class f is defined as T Pfj /7: fj for any j = 1. ... , .:.11. 
Since vio = 1 (f = 1, "" TV) are chosen, the system throughput can 
be determined based on the observed data, that is, 
n' W "Te 
"\""'. ~"'jO TPo = L TPfo = .L-;::r, 
f=l f=l .L 
(7) 
The objective is to determine the gradient of the system throughput 
with respect to the routing mix, that is, 
w 
8TPo 
L TFfo 
f=l 
=? 
88ts 88ts t = 1",.,P, 
(8) 
s = 1, ... , nt. 
To facilitate further discussion (8) will be examined \vith the help of 
the relative workload of class r(vrih;). Transforming (8) we get 
t = 1, ... ,P, (9) 
s = 1, ... ,nt. 
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3. The Steps of Gradient Calculation 
The calculation is based on the combination of analytical and simulation 
results. According to the system configuration and part type data the 
performance of the system is simulated and the observational data are 
recorded. Two sets of random variables are used in the simulation. 
The operation times at the \vorkstations are considered random vari-
ables with a mean equal to the mean operation time calculated by (3). 
This is an approximation but used frequently at the planning phase 
of F:\1S (STECKE, 1986a). 
The routing of the part types is considered as a random process with 
expected values equal to ets. There exist many alternative system 
performances at the same ets depending on the detailed scheduling 
considerations. The long term performance, however, can be approx-
imated by this random process. 
The calculation of (9) is performed in three steps. First aTPjo/a(vrini) 
is transformed and shown to be a function of the gradient of the total 
production time v;ith respect to an operation time. Then this gradient is 
calculated using perturbation analysis. Finally a( Vri hi) / aets is computed. 
3.1. Calculation of the Gradieni of the ThT01Lghput 
with Respect io the Relative Workload 
Due to the product form of the equilibrium distribution the throughput 
of class f is a fUllction of the relative \yorkloads of all the classes, that 
TPfo = ). \;sing the differentiation rules of compounded functions 
we get, 
aT 8TPfO 
ahi u,"; ~,( ;") 1'=1 O. Veini 
(10) is an implicit expression for aT Pjol a( vrihi)' To avoid the difficulties of 
solving a linear equation system for its calculation a more efficient method 
is suggested. Let us assume that the operation time of the various classes 
at workstation i are distinguished (hTi). Note that for every class hri = hi 
at the point where the throughput sensith-ity is calculated. Differentiating 
T Pfo according to hTi we get 
(11) 
Since 
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if g = T, 
othenvise, 
the explicit form of 3TPjo/3(v1'ihi) is the following, 
aTPjO 
a(VTlhi) 
~ aTPjo 
Uri oh,,; . 
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(12) 
(13) 
"[sing (5) the throughput g::'adient of the \\"orkstations "with respect to the 
mean operation times is the follD\\-ing. 
Applying -1:) i';hen .i = 0 and 1.'1'0 = 1. r 1.. , .. c\1 the gradient of the 
system throughput with respect to the relative machine workload is the 
follo-wing. 
oh,; . (15 ) 
(15) allO\ys the computation of the gradient of the throughput "with respect 
to thp v;orkloclci as a function of aT/oh,;. 
3.2. The of the Total Production Time with Respect 
to an Time 
To obtain the yalue of (15) aT/ah,.,- should be kno\Yll. This term can be 
gained using perturbation analysis. PA Y,-as developed for the gradient es-
timation of performance measures with respect to certain system control 
\'ariables in discrete eyeIlt systems (DES), when the performance measure 
is obtained by discrete eyeHt simulation. The basic idea is that a sample 
path of the simulation contains information about certain system charac-
teristics and therefore it is not necessary to rerun the simulation when the 
performance measure sensitiyity is estimated (Ho and CASSA.\'DRAS. 1983: 
Ho and CAO. 198-5). This approach may efficiently provide sensitivity 
information concerning the performance measures of discrete type man-
ufacturing s~'stems (Ho. 1987: KOLE!. LARRA:\'ETA and O.\'IEVA. 1993: 
KOLTAI. L-\.RRA:\'ETA, O.\'IEVA and LOZA.\'O. 1993). 
In this case the gradient of the expected total production time i\'ith 
respect to a mean operation time should be determined. that is. 
aE[T(hri. ~l 
ahri 
-') (16) 
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where ~ is representing a particular realization of all the random variables 
in the system. \Vriting (16) in differential form 
lim E[T(hri + 6.h:i'~) - T(hri, ~)l ='? 
i>.hri_O 6.hr; 
(17) 
PA states that in certain conditions inferences can be made about the 
evolution of the sample path \vhen the control variable changes. that is. 
without repeating the experiment for hI'; + 6.hri, T(hri + 6.hri ) can be 
known (Ho and c.-\o, 1991). To apply this approach two problems should 
be discussed. 
a.) Generation of perturbations proyides values of 6.h t;k if 6.hri 
is known, where i is the station at \\'11ich the corresponding operation 1S 
performed (that is. i = Ztsd, Then 6.11 isk should be generated so, that 
r) , ( 18) 
Applying the perturbation generation rules introduced by Sun (1983a) if 
h,-; is scale parameter of the operation time distribution the change of the 
operation times can be calculated as fo11O'\\"s. 
_ ~hri 
== htsk--' t E L(r). 
and if hri is loccuioll parameter of the operation time distribution then 
_.\lthough the real reason of the change of 
I11ix. \ve can substitute this by a 
of 
t E r). 
is t he ~HU~'''-' of the IOU Ling 
the infofrnation for 
examining the effect of all the generated l the 
tion propagation rules of infinitesimal perturbatiort analysis it can be seen 
how the generated perturbation affects the operation of other stations and 
hmv they accumulate or die throughout the sample path (Ho and CAO. 
1991). To keep record on this changes the final result ill case of scale 
parameter is as follows. 
(21) 
where A denotes the set of all the accumulated pert1.lrbations affecting T. 
The sum in (21) is an observational data and is determined by keeping 
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record throughout the simulation about all the perturbations influencing 
T. In (21) if D.hri is small enough, then T is a linear function of 6.h ri (Ho 
and CAO. 1991) and the gradient can be calculated as follows, 
(22) 
)·~nalogously, for location parameters the total operation time gradient is 
as fo11O\\'s. 
::"'T 
.:::, h r ; 
!:ill . 
3.3. The GrtLd?~(-:nt the Relati1Je ~;VoTkload wz:th Respect 
to the Routing Afix 
(23) 
The expected value of the relatiyc \yorkload of class r at station i can be 
calculated by summing t he mean processing times of all operations p er-
formed at that station b~- parts belonging to that class and it is, therefore, 
a function of the routing rnix '.-ariables t8. If the experiment is long enough 
this approximation is correct aEd the relative \yorkload can be calculated 
as follows. 
Deriyating (24) 'with respect to the routing mix. 
8(V r i h i) _ r 
88 ts - t. 0 
i h (ZL-;k i) if t E L(T), 
otherwise. 
(24) 
(2':i) 
(2':i) shows that this gradient can be determined from the system configu-
ration and part type data. L-sing (2). (25) can shortly be written as 
(26) 
\vhere bet E L(r)) = 1 if part type t belongs to class r and bet E L(r)) = 0 
otherwise. 
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4. The Routing Mix Sensitivity and its Validity 
Finally writing (15) and (26) in (9) the throughput gradient \vith respect 
to the routing mix is obtained, 
aT Po 
aets = 
1 W W .. /vf b . aT 2.: iVfo 2.: iYr o6(t E L(r)) 2:::: 0.~Sl. ah. t = 1. .... P. 
f=l r=l ;=1 - Tl rl 
The validity of (27) depends on three factors: 
the validity of the product form assumption: 
the validity of the aT / ah ri estimate: 
s = 1, .... n.(27) 
the validity of the application of steady statt formulae. 
a.) The validity of the product form assumption. Although 
this condition is rather restrictive, there are many cases when it is satisfied. 
One of the most frequently mentioned arguments against product form 
approximation is the existence of blocking. YAO and Bez:\.coTT (1987) 
shO\\'ed that in the majority of real F)'IS blocking i" avoided by the spe-
cial organization of buffers (central and local buffers j alld in these systems 
product form equilibrium distribution holds ill case of exponential service 
times. General service time distribution networks can be approximated 
by an equivalem exponential service rime distribution net',\'ork AO and 
BCZACOTT, 1986). although. in case of complicateclnetworks the calcula-
tion burden is considerable. 
\Yhen the form 111.Ct the: results can stili 
be good approximation::, for SCi(I 
that queuing fornlulas call be very robust in caSt~:) \vhen conditions 011 the 
product form equilibrium distributioll are Hot mer. Ho and CAO i 
turbation based ccJcuiatioIl concerning tilt tile 
throughput ,yith respect to the routing probability proviued results. 
SeR! and DILLE 1985) also presented se;;eral perturbation based sensiti\'-
ity calculation results for non product form llenvol'b. 
b.) The of esthnate. OIle of the main issues 
in PA is the problem of interchangeability of differeIltiation cmd expecta-
tion. If this interchangeability holds, then the sample path gradients of 
the different experiments can be used for calculating t he expected ;;alue 
of the gradient (Ho and CAO. 1991). The intensive research acti;;ity on 
this field had two main directions. First. unbiasedness of gradient estima-
tion \\'as proved for a considerable amount of cases (HEIDELBERGER et aL 
1988, Ho and ('.-\0, 1991). Secondly. when the estimate is biased. method::, 
1.5 
were worked out to modify the original technique of infinitesimal perturba-
tion analysis to ensure the required statistical properties of the estimated 
gradient. Smoothed (GONG and Ho, 1987) and extended (Ho and Lr, 
1988) perturbation analysis are examples for overcoming the difficulties of 
the discontinuit,ies of the sample path. hmyever, generally at the cost of in-
creased computational requirement. It has to be mentioned that even when 
the estima;:e is biased the calculated gradient gives better results than the 
'brute-force' finite difference approxirnation. 
Flexible are generally modelled as queuing 
net,Yorks \"'ith multi-class cus;:omers. It is proven that in this type of net-
works the infinitesimal perturbation analysis gives unbiased estimates just 
m very limited cases (CAO, 1988, Ho and c.",o. 1991). Interestingly in 
it is not rare to rneet these conditions. 
more ;:han one class of cus-
tomers is fed by only a single source. then PA gives unbiased estimate. In 
practice, workstations 'which are , .. isited by more than one type of products 
are frequently fed by one load/unload or measuring station, therefore the 
aboye condition can be met. In most of the cases, however, either spe-
ci2] methods of PA must be used or the results have to be considered as 
approximations. SURI and DILLE (198.5) showed how these approximate 
gradients can be used for the efficiency improvement analysis of an FMS. 
c.) The validity of the application of steady state formulae. 
The application of steady state formulae for the rough cut modelling of 
queuing network type systems is an accepted method due to its rapidness 
and relative robustness (SURI, 1983). For control purposes, ho,vever, it can 
be used only if the real performance of the system approaches the steady 
state conditions. Although in F\;IS generally relatively small batches are 
used, there are cases (e.g. common due dates and short operation times) 
when steady state approximations are realistic (Kn,1 and YANO, 1993). 
5. Numerical Examples 
The following two examples are to illustrate the proposed method. For 
both problems the optimal routing mix V'.'aS determined by KOBAYASHI and 
GERLA (1983) using MVA. Since at the optima the gradient should satisfy 
the optimality conditions this can be a reference to check the results. Using 
Lagrangian multipliers it can be shown that the components of the gradient 
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should satisfy 
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EJT Po _ ,\ 
EJ8
ts 
- r, 
t E L(r), 
s = L ... , nt, 
r=L .... ~:V, 
(28) 
that is, the partial derivative of the throughput vvith respect to every route 
of parts belonging to the same class should be equal. 
The simulation of the examined systems was carried out using the 
SIMAN IV simulation language (PEDGE?\, SHA:\:\O:\ and SADOWSKI, 1990). 
Perturbation analysis was performed by user written subroutines. 
5.1. Single Class Queuing Network Example 
Suppose we have a FMS consisting of four single server workstations 
CW'j,j = 0, ... ,3), where the load/unload station (VVo) is the central server 
(Fig. 1). One type of product is produced (PR) and five pallets are used 
(K = 1, Cl = 5). The parts may follow three routes. The sequence 
of operations with their respective mean operation times is given in Ta· 
ble 1. The operation times are exponentially distributed. 10000 parts 
should be produced. The optimum routing mix for this system was de-
termined by KOBAYASHI and GERLA (1983) and its result is also pre-
sented ill Table 1. Since in this example there is just one part type the 
subindices expressing the part type and pallet cl2'~ss can be suppressed 
=vi,TPfj = T ,8ts = 8 s). 
Table 1 
Basic data of eX<lmp!e 
Part type Route Operation sequence 
PR 
number (station no./mean oper.time) 
1 
2 
3 
(0/0.25)-;- (1/0 .. 5) 
(0/0.2.5)-, (2/1) 
(0/0.25)---7 (3/2) 
r;:,(OPT) 
\7s 
0.69:3 
0.239 
0.068 
The system throughput as a function of 8 1 and 82 is depicted in Fig. 2. 
These values were calculated using the exact MVA algorithm described in 
REISER and LAVENBERG (1980). The results of the simulation, using the 
optimal routing mix as the expected value of random routing, are summa-
rized in Table 2. The second row of the table shows the relative visiting 
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Fig. 1. Single-class queuing network model 
frequencies (vil and the third TUY" provides the throughput at the worksta-
tions (T Pj). The value of the throughput obtained by simulation deviated 
from the analytical value found by KOBAYASHI and GERLA (1983) using 
:VIVA. by 0.679(. The gradient of the total operation time calculated by 
perturbation analysis can be seen in thiC last ro\,; (BT/ahi). 
Table 2 
Simulation results of example 1 
\Vork stations vVo W1 W2 H'3 
Re!. visits (Vi) 1 0.696 0.235 0.068 
Throughput (TPj ) 2.3877 1.6611 0.5618 0.1638 
8T/8h z 3.514.93 4699.06 739.41 110.21 
The results of the calculation of the throughput gradient with respect 
to the routing mix can be seen in Table 3. The gradients of the throughput 
of all the stations are provided, although ,ve are basically interested in 
the system throughput gradient (BT Po / B6 s ). Change of the routing mix 
means that at least t\VO 6 s change with opposite signs, since 61 +6 2 +63 = 
1. It can be seen that the difference of any hvo systems throughput gradient 
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Fig. 2. The throughput function of the class excunple 
Table 3 
Houting sensitivity infornlation of eXZtlrlple i 
Route aT Po /13G s 
-2..126 
:2 -2.292 
3 -2.3.33 
component is relatively small. It coincides with the faer that these gradients 
belong to the maximum value of the throughput function. 
Pigs. 3 and 4 slio\\' the throughput as a fUllction of the louting mix. 
In Pig. 383 is held constant and equal to its optimal value (0.068). The 
system throughput and its corresponding directional derivatiYC are drawn 
in the same chart. The change of the routing mix means that 8 1 increases 
from 0 to 0.932. \\"hile at the same time 82 decreases from 0.932 to O. The 
directional derivative (8TPo/88 1 - 8TPo/8(2) contains the efI'ect of both 
changes. This derivative indicates inflection points around 8 1 = 0.4 and 
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around 8 1 = 0.9 and a maximum at 81 = 0.69 which is the optimum 
according to the solution of KOBAYASHI and GERLA (1983). Fig. 4 shows 
the same function 'when 82 is held constant and equal to its optimum value 
(0.234). The change of routing mix in this case means that 81 increases 
from 0 to 0.766, while in the same time 83 decreases from 0:,66 to O. The 
optimum is found around 8 1 = 0.69 again. 
Directional derivative Throughput 
3r---~--~------~----~--~---------------' 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
0.5 
OL---~--~--~--~--~~--~--~--~--~--~ 
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
ThetaW 
Fig. of the throughput (8 3 0.068) 
-2 
It can be observed that the throughput function depicted in Fig. 3 
corresponds to a cut of the surface of Fig. 2, along 8 1 + 82 = 0.932. Anal-
ogously, Fig. 4 corresponds to a cut of the same surface along 82 = 0.234. 
5.2. Multiple Class Queu.i71.g Network Example 
Suppose we haye an FyrS consisting of four single seryer v;orkstations 
('YVj,j = 1, ... .4) (Fig. 5). Tv;o types of products are produced (PR1 and 
PR2) and two types of pallets are used (K = 2). Three pallets are available 
in each class (Cl = 3, C2 = 3). Each part type uses a different pallet type 
(L(l) = 1, L(2) = 2). Every part type may follow two different routes. The 
sequence of operations with the respective mean operation times is giyen in 
Table 4:- The operation times are exponentially distributed. In totaL 10000 
parts should be produced. The l\YO local maxima found by KOBAYASHI and 
GERLA (1983) for this problem are also presented in Table 4 (8~~\.J1), 8;~\.12»). 
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Fig. 4. Change of the throughput (82 = 0.234) 
Table 4 
Basic data of example 2 
Route Operation sequence 
numDer (station no./mean oper.time) 0(:\n) is 0(;\12) ts 
(1/O .. 5)~ (3/0.5) 0 .. 544 1.000 
'2 (1/D.5)---;. (4/1.0) 0.456 0.000 
(2/1.0)~ (3/0.5) 1.000 0.025 
2 (2/1.0)~ (4/1.0) 0.000 0.97.5 
Fig. 5 shows that there is not a unique load/unload station, however. 
is visited by every PRI once and not visited at all by PR2. At the 
same time 't-'V2 is visited by every PR2 once and not visited at all by PRI. 
This can be interpreted as if each class had a different load/unload station. 
In this case the relatiye yisiting ratios of each class at its own load/unload 
station should be set to one. Alternatiyely one could consider a yirtual 
unique load/unload station (),'Vo) - vvith zero operation time which is 
yisited by all part types prior to starting their true sequence of operations. 
The throughput as a function of 81,1 and 82,1 are given in Fig. 6. 
These values were calculated using, again, the MVA algorithm. The results 
of the simulation, using the first local maximum as the expected value of 
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Fig. 5. ~vIultiple class queuing network mode! 
random routing, are summarized in Table 5. The second and third row of 
the table shO'\vs the relative visiting frequencies of class 1 and class 2 (Vri). 
The fourth and fifth rows show the gradients of the total operation time 
'with respect to the operation times of class 1 and class 2 (aT jahri)' The 
value of the system throughput (T Po = T Pl,l + T P2.2) is given in the last 
row. This value deviates from the theoretical value found by KOBAYASHI 
an ri GFRT '\ (1983) usinO' '·r\;:\ b'T 0 10;( 
_\'1 -.)~:.!.. ,,- b ..:.V_ ~ -~ J . - IC;. 
Table 5 
~. l' I" '~81.,\11\ :::>Imu atIon resu ts 01 example L at - /s • 
Work stations W! ]:V2 W3 
Rel. Class 1 1 0 0.·544 
visits 
(Vri) Class 2 0 1 0.999 
Class 1 1394.3 0 1693.3 
3T/3h r i 
Class 2 0 1493.6 1938.0 
Throughput (T Po) 2.1382 
Wl 
0.456 
0.001 
668.62 
1.7036 
The results of the calculation of the throughput gradient with respect 
to the routing mix can be seen in Table 6. The gradients of the throughput 
of all the classes 'with respect to the four routing variables are provided in 
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Fig. 6. The throughpuc function of the Elllltiple class example 
the second and third row. The last row contains the gradient of the system 
throughput (8TPo/8ets)' of the routing of any pan type means 
that at least l;WO change vv-ith signs. It call be seen that the 
components of the gradient co'rrespC)n,dl'ng to class 1 satisfy the optimality 
conditions. takes its maximum feasible yalue the 
optimality condition for components corresponding to class 
2 is BT > BT This 
Table 6. 
Table 
Routlng sensiti>/lty information of 2 at 
BT Po/BGts Gll G]2 
Class 1 -0.6170 -0.5924 -0.6746 -0.0326 
Class 2 -0.4132 -0.3967 -0.4518 -0.6916 
fJT PlO / Bets -1.0303 -0.9891 -1.1263 -1.7242 
Figs. 7 and 8 show the throughput as a function of the routing mix. 
In Fig. 7 82l is held constant and equal to its value at the first local 
maximum (1.00). The system throughput and the corresponding direc-
tional derivative along 8Ll are dra,vn in the same chart. The change 
of routing mix means that 8Ll increases from 0.00 to 1.00, while at the 
same time 81.2 decreases from 1.00 to 0.00. This directional derivative 
:: aT Po / a8u - aT Po 2) contains the effect of both changes. This 
derivative indicates a maximum around 8Ll = 0.54 \vhich is the local 
rnaxinlurll according IO I(OBAYASHI and . Fig. 8 sho\vs the 
is held constant and equal to its value at the first 
local lnaximurn The of ronting mix in this case means that 
to 1.00 and clf-C"l'eaSes IrOD} 1.00 to 0.00. The 
. . 
InaXlrnnn1 IS 
Throughput Qirecrionai derivative 
2.5,-------~--~--~----~------~--------~__c2 
1.5 
2 
:.5 '---"----'----'-----'----'----'-----'----'---'----' 
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
iheta(11) 
7. of the th"oughput (8 2 ,] 1) 
Tables 7 and 8 contain the simulation Clnd sensitivity calculation data 
for the other local maximum found by E:OBAYASHI and GERLA (1983) \"'hile 
Figs. 9 and 10 contain the throughput functions and their respective direc-
. 1 d' . S' 8 r 'ePi k' . i' '11 1 h . tIOna envahves. lIlce - r.J -, ta 'es ltS maXImum leaSl) e va ue t e optl-
mality condition for the gradient components of class 1 is aT Po / a8u ~ 
aT Po / a8 1,2. This condition is met according to Table 8. The gradient 
components corresponding to class 2 should be equal according to (28). 
This is not reflected in Table 8. The reason for this is that. due to the ran-
dom nature of simulation, the observed value of 82.1 is not exactly equal 
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Fig. 8. Change of the throughput (0 1 ,1 = 0 . .544) 
to the expected 8k."{2) (0.028 instead of 0.025). Fig. 10, however, shows 
that the optimum is really at 81,1 = 1 and 8 2,1 = 0.025 as it was expected. 
This figure also sho'ws that the directional derivative along 82,1 reaches 
zero again around 0.22. This is, however, not a local maximum because 
the directional derivative along 82,1 at this point is equal to 0.2. 
Table 7 
Simulation results of example 2 at 0~ :'1'12) 
0.001 
0.972 
3.1504 
1062.9 
It can be observed that the throughput function depicted in Fig. 7 
corresponds to a cut of the surfan' .of Fig. 6 along 82,1 = 0.025. Analo-
gously, Fig. 8 corresponds to a cut of the same surface along 81,1 1. 
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Table 8 
Routing sensitivity information of example 2 at 8~~12) 
8TPfo /88 ts 8 11 8 12 821 822 
Class 1 -0.8201 -1.8359 -0.4597 -0.6850 
Class 2 -0.4126 -0.9236 -0.2313 -0.3446 
8TPo/88 ts -1.2327 -2.7.596 -0.6910 -1.0291 
5.S. Discussion 
In both examples the conditions 011 the product form distribution require-
ments were met. Some noise, however, can be found in the results. The 
directional derivatives at the local optima are not exactly equal to zero. 
One reason of this noise is that, although the simulation run length was 
rather long, the effect of the transient period still could have been experi-
enced. Another reason is that a random process was used for selecting the 
various routes, 'with probabilities equal to the required routing mix. Due 
to the random nature of the process, the real visiting ratios were slightly 
different from the expected ones. The noise is especially strong at the ex-
treme points (ets ~ 1 or ~ 0) where small deviations from the expected 
routing mix have a strong effect on the results. Therefore a careful experi-
mental design is required \yhen the throughput gradient is computed Ilear 
these values. 
EL 
In this paper, the problem of estimating the sensitivity of the throughput 
of a F~lS with respect to the routing mix has been studied. The complex-
ity of the throughput function precludes an analytical approach for the 
general case (multiple class, multiple server, ete.). The proposed method 
is based on using perturbation anal.ysis of discrete event dynamic systems 
for gradient estimation. Some theoretical results from queuing network 
theory are also taken advantage of. :\ umerical results confirmed the fea-
sibility of the proposed approach. The robustness of the calculation \\-liCll 
the required conditions are not met, the utilization of the results in opti-
mization procedures, or to design efficient routing controL are topics for 
further research. 
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